Join us for Teaching Science Outdoors!

The W.K. Kellogg Biological Station (KBS) is pleased to announce the Teaching Science Outdoors (TSO) program for 2017. This program brings elementary teachers to KBS for an unforgettable workshop that allows them to practice science in a variety of outdoor habitats. Next Generation Science Standards and technology are incorporated throughout the experience. Teachers develop skills to adapt existing science curriculum for the outdoor classroom, an active research question on their own pedagogy and build a network of resources to refer back to once they return to the classroom.

Join us and enjoy:

- A stipend and access to web-based resources
- Earning Continuing Education Hours (SCECHs)
- Hands-on practice creating and teaching inquiry-based curriculum
- Building long-term professional relationships with experienced teachers and science teaching professionals

- Summer workshop dates TBD: mid-July
- K-5th grade teachers are given preference, others welcome to apply
- Teams of 2-3 educators per school are encouraged
- Application deadline: TBD
- Contact Kara Haas, 269-671-2360 or karahaas@msu.edu with any questions.

Find Out More!

Visit http://www.kbs.msu.edu/outreach/elementary-teacher-program/ for more information on how to apply!

Learn more about KBS at kbs.msu.edu